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Erwin Rommel (15 November – 14 October ) was a German general and military theorist.
Popularly known as the Desert Fox, he served as field.It stars James Mason in the title role,
was directed by Henry Hathaway, and was based on the book Rommel: The Desert Fox by
Brigadier Desmond Young, who .Rommel: The Desert Fox is a biography of German Field
Marshal Erwin Rommel by Desmond Young. The book was the first biography of Rommel
and.Even Winston Churchill described Rommel as "great general" and until very recently it
was taken for granted that the legendary Desert Fox had.Rommel has ratings and 46 reviews.
David said: Rommel always fascinated me even before I read his life. When I was at The
Citadel and later West Poin.Biography James Mason in The Desert Fox: The Story of Rommel
() The Desert Fox: The Story of Rommel () James Mason and Leo G. Carroll in The Desert
Fox.Erwin Rommel was, for a time, Hitler's favorite general. After the success in , when as the
commander of a Panzer division he crushed the.On this day in , German Gen. Erwin Rommel,
nicknamed “the Desert Fox,” is given the option of facing a public trial for treason, as a
co-conspirator in the.On the 70th anniversary of his death get the facts on the famed “Desert
Fox.”.For two years the opposing forces alternately advanced or withdrew over the desert, and
Rommel's name became legendary–a master of mobile operations who.He was in charge of the
Afrika Korps and he was an excellent tactician, perhaps it came from "fox cunning". While
there is little doubt that Rommel was a skilled.Erwin Johannes Eugen Rommel (The Desert
Fox). Nazi General. World War I hero; Key German general in World War II. Hitler believed
Rommel was part of a .Rommel played a part in two very significant battles during the war –
at El Alamein in North Africa and at D-Day. Rommel's nickname was the 'Desert Fox' –
a.Early in , the famed British Eighth Army was on the route to victory in North Africa. Just a
few months later, this same army was on the verge of total defeat.An eyewitness account of
the forced suicide of Field Marshall Erwin Rommel. Rommel in the African desert, fortifying
the "Atlantic Wall" along the coast.Field Marshal Erwin Rommel was a hero of Hitler's
Germany, the legendary “ Desert Fox” who seized the world's attention with his daring
tactics.In , for example, military historian Charles Messenger published a biography, Rommel:
Leadership Lessons from the Desert Fox, that.The Desert Fox doesn't hold back in portraying
Rommel as a hero. Its facts are straight enough – but the selection of those facts is open
to.Erwin Rommel, in full Erwin Johannes Eugen Rommel, byname the Desert Fox, German
der Wustenfuchs, (born November 15, , Heidenheim.These three books on the late German
commander serve to complement one another. The most inclusive is that by Brigadier Young,
a British opponent in the.The Desert Fox is a superb filmed biography of German general
Erwin Rommel, concentrating on the period between his retreat from North.Desert Fox: An
undated photo shows Erwin Rommel in the African desert. His tactics led to admiration on
both sides of the conflict, but a new.Walburga bore Rommel illegitimate child, Gertrud, his
'little mouse' In fact, his grandson says the man nicknamed the Desert Fox was a love.
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